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• distances
traveled?

• angles turned?

• order of paths?

• parallelism?

IntroductionIntroduction
What geometrical properties of the environment do
people use to navigate to learned locations?
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MotivationMotivation
Do people rely on metric distances and angles, or
ordinal relationships between paths?

In real environments, ordinal and metric information
agree in specifying the location of a stationary goal.

In VR, we distort the environment such that knowledge
of ordinal and metric structure now specify two different
locations.



VENLabVENLab
Participants wore a head-mounted display while
walking in a 40 x 40 ft. tracking area

• 60º H x 40º V field
of view (LCDs)

• sonic/inertial
tracking system

• 50 ms latency



Above: Overhead view
of garden, with home
and places (asterisks)
marked in gray.

Left: View down main
path, indicated by red
arrow above.

Virtual EnvironmentVirtual Environment
A virtual maze-like garden containing eleven named
places (e.g. “the dead tree”)



Design & ProcedureDesign & Procedure
Training

• Free exploration (for 8 minutes), with instructions to learn garden
layout.

Testing
• Starting from home, on each trial participants were told to go to one of

the places experienced during training.
• CATCH TRIALS (no-feedback): In 1/3 of the trials the garden was

distorted by either a stretch or a rotation, and the subject was asked
to go to one of four places (turtle, statue, column, or birdbath).
Objects were replaced with red blocks (no feedback).

• CONTROL TRIALS (feedback): For each catch trial, there was a
corresponding control trial in which the garden was not distorted.
Feedback was given.

• DUMMY TRIALS (feedback and no-feedback): In the remaining 1/3 of
the trials the garden was not distorted, and the subject was asked to
go to one of two additional places (well or dead tree).  The subject was
given feedback in half of these trials, and no feedback in the other half.



control trial
(feedback)

catch trial
(no feedback)

Predictions: Stretch ConditionPredictions: Stretch Condition
Catch trials: main path stretches 137% or 160%
Control trials: path does not stretch

E.g., “Go to the turtle.” Ordinal prediction:
participant will take
the third right turn,
arriving at location
“O”

Metric prediction:
participant will walk
a learned distance
and then turn right,
arriving at location
“M”
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control trial
(feedback)

catch trial
(no feedback)

Predictions: Rotate ConditionPredictions: Rotate Condition

Ordinal prediction:
participant will take
the second left turn
at the rotary,
arriving at location
“O”

Metric prediction:
participant will turn
90º to the left at
the rotary, arriving
at location “M”

Catch trials: radial arm section rotates 45º
Control trials: radial arm does not rotate

E.g., “Go to the birdbath.”
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control trial stretch trial

Results: Stretch ConditionResults: Stretch Condition

A

control trial stretch trial

B

Paths walked for all trials

A: “Go to the statue.”
B: “Go to the turtle.”
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control trial rotate trial

Results: Rotate ConditionResults: Rotate Condition

A B

control trial rotate trial
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Paths walked for all trials

A: “Go to the birdbath.”
B: “Go to the column.”
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Number of trials subjects walked to each location

If subjects used an ordinal strategy, they may have erred on some
trials and walked to the path closest to the ordinal path-- for catch
trials the closest path was most often the metric location; for control
trials, the closest path was the adjacent location.

A Closer LookA Closer Look

TARGET CATCH TRIALS CONTROL TRIALS

ordinal metric other correct adjacent other

STRETCH turtle 41 1 0 37 3 2

CONDITION statue 41 0 1 39 1 2

ROTATE column 37 5 0 37 5 0

CONDITION birdbath 34 7 1 41 0 1

T O T A L 153 13 2 154 9 5

Did subjects occasionally rely on metric structure,
or were they just making mistakes?



ConclusionsConclusions
• Participants relied heavily on ordinal structure to

navigate to the learned locations.

• Metric structure (distances traveled and angles
turned) was used minimally or not at all.

• In stretch trials, participants walked to the metric rather than ordinal
location in only 1 out of 83 trials.

• In rotate trials, participants walked to the metric rather than ordinal
location in 14% of the trials.  However, it is unclear whether they were
indeed using metric information to get there, or using ordinal
information but making mistakes.



Future ResearchFuture Research
The Next Step

Although people do not seem to be relying on absolute distances and
angles to navigate, could they be relying on relative distances and
angles?

New Experiment
Rather than change the metric structure of the garden by stretching
or rotating it, change the ordinal structure by adding or subtracting
paths.
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